On May 27, 2017, at 7:35 AM, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Thank you Joe.

But without a legitimate government operating with the lawful delegated authority of the governed...there is no supreme court. There is no legitimate administration. And there may be a body politic calling themselves the “congress,” but without legitimacy of the people, it is not “the,” Congress... The body politic which functions as the lawful representatives of the American people.

By their fruit, Joe, do you really believe the members of Congress to be your legitimate representatives?

Please find farther below a small random list of items I consider representative of the fruit of the labors of those impostors who pretend to be members of the government of the American people.

Meanwhile...

I am compelled to conclude regardless of what other criminal elements have been engaged in attacks and various crimes against the American people, by their role as the direct representatives, the members of Congress...the legitimate Congress, were and still are the designated protectors of the people and their respective interests.

I am of the serious opinion that the crimes to which Americans have been subjected are as a direct result of the dereliction of duty, violation of their oath, perjury, insurrection, rebellion against the supreme law of the land by those who would pretend to be our lawfully elected representatives. In my humble opinion… I would summarize their behavior as treason!

Hear for yourself an example of the arrogance displayed by a chief of staff of an impostor member of the congress. And verification of good faith recognition:

Recognition in good faith – Too bad you misplaced your honor.
05-27-17-one of the people:  No Lawful Delegated Authority---No Legitimacy!

And the letter from a state representative in which I content he too commits treason. The matter about which he refused to meet? Crime of Fraud Reported to Travis Allen

Sidebar: Judge Anna has produced several excellent pieces which provides details of the sources of many problems we as Americans face today. One such great example was just published a few minutes ago. 05-26-17-Judge Anna: Templar Treaties

Granted...the individuals cited are no doubt responsible and guilty as charged. But I am still driven by the sovereign power we hold as Americans---an unalienable power gifted to us as part of our Creation---to make our own determinations as the living souls of today, of how we will chose to live in our society.

To that point I am firmly convinced we are not bound by any previous historical incidents or occurrences unless we make such a choice. The term, “in perpetuity,” is just more of the same false notions as any terms in the “legal,” system. In fact the concept of corporations is simply an invention sold to those naive enough to believe a piece of paper on which some words are written can shield people from wrong doing and/or irresponsibility.

In the bigger picture, I owe Judge Anna to opening my eyes to the real truth...as she stated below... “You Know Something Is Wrong When.....An American Affidavit of Probable Cause”

From the affidavit:

This and every other nation you can think of is founded on lies and false claims. Buying and selling and taxing land is a con game in which we buy back the right to enjoy assets that were already given to us (Genesis 1:26-28). Those in the middle - the “Trustees” - are cheating us and enriching themselves whether its the Pope, the King of Spain, or the State of Ohio.

The conclusion was a simple exercise in deduction.
1 Everything was created in fraud
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Things about which you did not dare think-
2 Fraud vitiates all
3 Nothing is legitimate.

So everything following is a game of deception. A man-made game replete with rules to control humanity. Unwitting victims engaged by the likes of Colonel Edward Mandell House.

Meanwhile as part of the rules of the reality game in which we were enlisted without our knowledge or consent...

The members of Congress are the trustees of the public trust. The members of Congress are the fiduciaries. There is absolutely no confusion as to who is responsible and personally accountable than the individual members of the legitimate Congress.

It is immaterial that they are criminally impersonating their roles. When they accept payment for the services they have consummated the employment contract with the people---The people who own everything.

All public servants are just that...employees of the people. Regardless of the delegated authority granted to each member of government, each individual employee still is just an employee and reports to the people. As employees they have no lawful options to deviate from their total and complete responsibility to support and defend the Constitution for the united States of America. A responsibility to which they swore in their oath of office.

And for your own review consider this partial list displayed below and selected at random to illustrate the point...

Two questions are presented for your consideration.

1. Can the results of the following actions be considered in any way, shape or form as being enacted in the best interests of the American people?
2. If not...who would be the beneficiary of the outcomes of these criminal acts against the American people?  Hint?
Federal Reserve Act
Banking Holiday
13th Amendment
14th Amendment
15th Amendment
16th Amendment
IRS
NDAA
obamacare
Strawman
Oversight – Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (CAFR)
Oversight for Congressional Oversight?
06Jul16 – U.S. House Oversight Hearings on Guns, Ammo
Americans… Your heroes speak to you – listen up!
General….Can it be anything but Treason?
General…Some Americans do the right thing for the right reason! And you?
05-25-17-Judge Anna: Messrs. Trump and Sessions
05-26-17-Judge Anna: Templar Treaties
So what about the oath of office?
Can the Congress be legitimate if even the FBI refuses their orders?
Benghazi = Murder = Obama = Elected Officials
Impostors in Charge Under Criminal Investigation in LaVoy Finicum Shooting???

On the basis of the above, please tell me from where comes the legitimacy of government we are led to believe, exits…

Washington, D.C., The smoking gun; do you get it?

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714–964–4056

On May 27, 2017, Joe wrote:

SUPREME COURT CASES:
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Things about which you did not dare think-
a.. 1818: U.S. v. Bevans, 16 U.S.336. Establishes two separate jurisdictions within the United States Of America: 1. The "federal zone" and 2. "the 50 States". The I.R.C. only has jurisdiction within the "federal zone". "The exclusive jurisdiction which the United States have in forts and dock-yards ceded to them, is derived from the express assent of the states by whom the cessions are made. It could be derived in no other manner; because without it, the authority of the state would be supreme and exclusive therein," 3 Wheat., at 350, 351.
a.. 1883: Butchers' Union Co. v. Crescent City Co., 111 U.S. 746. Defines labor as property, and the most sacred kind of property.

Joe

Sent: Sat, May 27, 2017 12:18 am
Subject: Re: do you have an idea.

Thank you so much for the detailed information. And the information provided certainly seems credible. But in which reality does that status as described exist?

With no legitimate government operating with the delegated authority of the governed after the 1860's and possibly never, they are part of the fictitious reality invented and imposed unlawfully.

Isn’t it a matter of them not even being? At least legitimately?

A question of legitimacy

Jacob J. Lew: Secretary of the Treasury

arnie, just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714–964–4056

On May 25, 2017, SFH wrote:

The IRS is Not who you Think they are!

The IRS is not who you think they are, IRS agents are neither trained nor paid by the United States government. Pursuant to Treasury Delegation Order No. 92, the IRS is trained under the direction of the Division of Human Resources United Nations (U.N.) and the Commissioner (International), by the office of Personnel Management.

In the 1979 edition of 22 USCA 278, "The United Nations," you will find Executive Order 10422. The Office of Personnel Management is under the direction of the Secretary of the United Nations. Pursuant to Treasury Delegation Order No. 91, the IRS entered a "Service Agreement"
with the US Treasury Dept (See Public Law 94-564, Legislative History, pg.5967, Reorganization (BANKRUPTCY!!!)Plan No. 26) and the Agency for International Development.

This agency is an international paramilitary operation and according to the Dept of the Army Field manual (1969) 41-10, pgs 1-4, Sec. 1-7(b) & 1-6, Sec. 1-10 (7) (c) (1), and 22 USCA 284, includes such activities as, "Assumption of Full or partial executive, legislative, and judicial authority over a country or area."

The IRS is also an agency/member of a 169 Nation pact called the International Criminal Police organization, or INTERPOL, found at 22 USCA 263a. The memorandum of Understanding (MOU), between the Secretary of Treasury, AKA the corporate governor of "The Fund" and "The Bank" (International Monetary Fund, and the International Bank of for reconstruction and Development), indicated that the Attorney General and it's associates are soliciting and collecting information for foreign principles; the international organizations, corporations, and associations, exemplified by 22 USCA 286f.

According to the 1994 US Government Manual, at page 390, the Attorney General is the permanent representative to INTERPOL, and the Secretary of Treasury is the alternate member. Under Article 30 of the INTERPOL constitution, these individuals must expatriate their citizenship. They serve no allegiance to the United States of America.

The IRS is paid by "The Fund" and "The Bank". Thus it appears from the documentary evidence that the Internal Revenue Service agents are "Agents of a Foreign Principle" within the meaning and intent of the "Foreign Agents Registration Act of 1938" for private, not public, gain!

The IRS is directed and controlled by the corporate Governor of "The Fund" and "The Bank". The Federal Reserve Bank and the IRS collection agency are both privately owned and operated under private statutes. The IRS operates under public policy, not the Constitutional Law, and in the interest of our nation's foreign creditors.

The Constitution only permits Congress to lay and collect taxes. It does not authorize Congress to delegate the tax collection power to a private corporation, which collects our taxes for a private bank, the Federal Reserve, who then deposits it into the Treasury of the IMF!

The IRS is not allowed to state that they collect taxes for the United States Treasury. They only refer to "The Treasury."

Patriot

On May 20, 2017, ed wrote:

If prospective IRS employees are required to disclose their prior Forms 1040, those prospective employees were not U.S. Individuals i.e. federal citizens or resident aliens, in many cases:
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Things about which you did not dare think-
https://www.irs.gov/irm/part6/irm_06-300-001.html#d0e55

6.300.1.5 (11-06-2009) Declaration of Filing Income Tax Returns

The IRS mission is the enforcement of Federal tax laws; Prospective and current employees are required to fully comply with all Federal, State, and other local tax laws. Prospective employees (permanent, temporary, and term) who fail to abide by Federal, State, and local tax laws may be subject to non-selection. To determine whether applicants are compliant with applicable laws concerning Federal tax filing and paying, all applicants will be asked to complete Form 13362, Consent To Disclosure of Return Information (Form 13362), prior to entry on duty. Servicing HCO, ETS, EOs are responsible for establishing procedures for processing Form 13362. Pre-employment inquiries (including Form 13362) are filed in the recruitment file, not in the Official Personnel Folder (OPF). www.opm.gov/feddata/recguide2008.pdf.

On Sat, 5/20/17, Ron wrote:

Subject: Re: do you have an idea.
Date: Saturday, May 20, 2017, 1:03 PM

It says right in the founding documents in every manifestation I have found of the Constitution. I have Article III, 11th and VII guaranteed. So, how do I access them?

On Sat, May 20, 2017 Anna Von Fritz wrote:
Of course the Territorial Courts are "legitimate" for "Territorial Citizens"—the problem is that we are NOT Territorial Citizens, but have been deliberately conscripted and identified as such.

On May 20, Arnie Rosner <arnie@arnierosner.com> wrote:

Do any amongst this thread believe those who are acting in any lawful capacity are legitimate?

arnie,
just one of the people.
arnie@arnierosner.com
714-964-4056

On May 20, 2017, SFH wrote:
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**Things about which you did not dare think**-
Bingo
and that's the best short answer I've heard
lately.

Patriot

On May 20, 2017, Anna von Reitz <avannavon@gmail.com> wrote:

Never, ever "petition"--- petition gives them jurisdiction.
Asking permission just gives them the option of saying no.

On Sat, May 20, 2017 SFH wrote:
Petitions don't work.
Petitions are mostly used as a Poll.
No Deal.

Patriot

On May 20, 2017, KM wrote:

How about collecting as many signatures as you can on a petition supporting your
motion(s)??? And presenting it to the court asking them for bona fides?

On Sat, May 20, 2017 at Ron wrote:
The solution is?
I filed into the Portland federal district court. They moved it to Eugene. I
challenged this. I challenge their jurisdiction until they
file it into the record. the court and judge refuse to
provide bona fides, required by law (?).
I have challenged the clerk of the court, the head judge and several others
and several magistrates, the clerk of the Eugene judge, the
Marshall's, DOJ and they all continue to violate due process.

Does anyone have a strategy?

Pass it along to whomever may have an idea.

--
by: Ron Vrooman for the Beaverton Oversight Committee
1.
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